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ABSTRACT
In Indian context, at least in Central Indian plateau region, series of narratives in the rock art imagery imply several 
conspicuous stages of culture such as: - forest based hunting – gathering and foraging nomads in early level being suc-
ceeded by pastoralists. Later stage includes rural community with use of wheels and animal power for transportation. 
Finally, during early historic phase, the most common visual imagery contains elaborate elements depicting the conflict 
between two groups. In such confrontation of metal weapons, horses and elephants are more common. Such battle scenes 
were not prevalent in Deccan plateau or in southern peninsular India. In southern India, majority of rock art sites are 
related to megalithic burials. Recent explorations have traced visual materials on ethnic conflict in Nilgiri Hills, Tamil 
Nadu. In Jharkhand, rock art is intimately associated to the folklore and myth of ‘Kohbar’ or marriage booth of a legen-
dary royal bridal couple. The archaeological background of rock art in the same plateau region is somehow related to 
the megalithic burial system which is still being practiced among major tribal communities in the same milieu.  
The analytical study on naturalistic or realistic figurative detail in rock art discerns that the social organization, eco-
nomy and culture represented in the majority of rock art sites are almost identical to the tribal and other pre-urban socie-
ties, that  retained their oral tradition. Therefore a set of methodology is proposed to outline the indigenous tribal history, 
their traditional attitude, experiences and sentiments reflected in the rock art imagery.

RIASSUNTO
Nel contesto indiano, o almeno nella regione delle pianure dell’India Centrale, delle serie di narrazioni nell’immaginario 
dell’arte rupestre implicano numerosi stadi culturali importanti come: nomadi dediti alla caccia nelle foreste, alla ricerca e 
raccolta di cibo, nei primi livelli poi sostituiti da allevatori. Uno stadio successivo include una comunità rurale che utilizza 
ruote e trazione animale per i trasporti. In fine, durante la fase iniziale dell’epoca storica, il più comune immaginario visua-
le contiene degli elementi elaborati che rappresentano un conflitto tra due gruppi. In questo confronto tra armi metalliche, 
cavalli e elefanti sono più comuni. Tali scene di combattimento non erano frequenti nell’altopiano del Deccan o nell’India 
meridionale peninsulare. Nell’India del sud, la maggior parte dei siti d’arte rupestre è in relazione con sepolture megali-
tiche. Recenti esplorazioni hanno rintracciato materiali visuali su conflitti etnici sulle colline del Nilgiri, nel Tamil Nadu. 
Nel Jharkhaland, l’arte rupestre è strettamente associata al folklore e al mito del “Kohbar”, un’alcova matrimoniale di 
una coppia reale leggendaria. Il background archeologico dell’arte rupestre nella stessa regione pianeggiante è in qualche 
modo relazionato al sistema di sepoltura megalitica ancora praticato tra le maggiori comunità tribali dello stesso contesto. 
Lo studio analitico dei dettagli figurativi naturalistici o realistici nell’arte rupestre permette di capire che l’organizzazio-
ne sociale, l’economia e la cultura rappresentate nella maggioranza dei siti sono quasi identiche a quelle tribali e di altre 
società pre-urbane, che hanno conservato la loro tradizione orale. Perciò, viene di seguito proposta una metodologia per 
tracciare la storia, gli atteggiamenti tradizionali, le esperienze e i sentimenti delle tribù indigene, riflesse nell’immaginario 
artistico rupestre.         

RESUME
En Inde, au moins au centre de l’Inde dans la région des plateaux, des séries de récits dans l’imagerie de l’art rupestre impliquent l’exi-
stence de plusieurs stades culturels évidents tels que : - des forêts où l’on chassait – des nomades faisant la cueillette et cherchant de la 
nourriture et ce pendant une phase archaïque, auxquels succéderont des bergers. Une phase plus tardive comprend une communauté 
rurale utilisant des roues et la puissance des animaux pour les transports. Pour finir, durant la phase historique la plus récente, la plu-
part des imageries visuelles communes contient des éléments élaborés décrivant le conflit entre groupes. Dans une telle confrontation 
des armes en métal, chevaux et éléphants sont moins répandus. De telles scènes de combats n’étaient pas dominantes dans le plateau du 
Deccan ou dans l’Inde péninsulaire du sud. Au sud de l’Inde, la majorité des sites d’art rupestre sont rattachés aux cimetières mégali-
thiques. De récentes explorations ont retrouvé des matériaux visuels sur le conflit ethnique à Nilgiri Hills, Tamil Nadu. A Jharkhand, 
l’art rupestre est intimement lié au folklore et au mythe de « Kohbar », ou à l’alcôve conjugale d’un couple royal légendaire. Dans 
la même région de plateaux, l’archéologie en arrière-plan de l’art rupestre est rattachée d’une façon ou d‘une autre aux inhumations 
mégalithiques qui sont encore pratiquées dans la majeure partie des communautés tribales locales.
L’étude analytique des détails figuratifs naturalistes ou réalistes en art rupestre perçoit le fait que l’organisation sociale, l’économie et la 
culture représentée dans la majorité des sites d’art rupestre sont presque identiques aux sociétés tribales et préurbaines, qui perpétua-
ient leurs traditions. Une série d’approches méthodologiques est proposée dans le sillon de l’histoire tribale indigène, leurs attitudes 
traditionnelles, leurs expériences et sentiments reflétés dans l’imagerie rupestre.
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Archeologist Mary Leakey had written in her autobiography, Disclosing the Past , about the stri-
king stone age paintings made by hunter-gatherers in Tanzania : “No amounts of stone and bone 
could yield the kinds of information that the paintings gave so freely.”

Contextually, rock art is a rare form of evidence which correspond to glimpses of the indigenous 
world view, aspirations and narratives on their own explained identities during the past. Such prac-
tices may be viewed as an evidence of self expression, mostly representing the social norms and va-
lues rather than the aptitude of the individual artist – practitioners or performers. The overall basic 
uniformity and repetition of forms and themes in a site or within a locality reveal that the individual 
idea and creativity was dominated by the selection and inspiration of the group, both regionally or 
in totality. The presence of regional commonness in theme of art also indicate the tradition of prac-
ticing it by a particular group or similar contemporary ethnic groups of a particular period having 
a common identity. Often, the realism in rock art is a potential source for explaining the prehistoric 
and early societies, their life opportunities and life – cycle through systematic interpretations of the 
rock art imagery. A combination of rock art imagery with other corresponding collected antiquities 
from excavating the site may be considered as a unique source for reconstructing the past. The suc-
cessive chrono – cultural order in rock art imagery could be related to archaeological strata when a 
holistic view on the society and culture could be emerged.

Worldwide, the genuine or authentic history of indigenous people is extremely limited. Majority 
of the indigenous societies did not have their own script or text, which is essential for their recorded 
past. On the contrary, whatever textual record on them is available was mentioned by the urban 
observers and elites. Generally, all such evidential support are expressions of biased outlook consi-
dering them inferior, outcaste or ‘barbers’. We do not find any balanced account on the life and acti-
vities of Pre-Columbian American Indians, Australian aboriginals, different ethnic entities of Africa 
before the invasion of Christianity there as also in Melanesia and in Polynesian islands. In India, 
Sanskrit texts are the major sources for understanding the indigenous tribal and other communities 
identified as ‘Dasyu’ or robbers , ‘Asur’ or monsters, ‘Kirata’ or alien , ‘Banar’ or monkeys and such 
other derogatory connotations. In textual references, their society and culture is also viewed as alien 
to the mainstream society.

Therefore, throughout the world, the early records of indigenous people, whatever is stored and 
left in the rock art imagery should immediately be recorded properly for its indigenous cognitive 
interpretation. The cognitive approach means decoding of rock art imagery by using the local indi-
genous knowledge, value and tradition and not by imposition of any external concept on the indi-
genous views of that tradition.

In Indian context, at least in Central Indian plateau region, series of narratives in the rock art 
imagery imply several conspicuous stages of culture such as: - forest based hunting – gathering and 
foraging nomads in earliest level being succeeded by pastoralists. Later stage includes rural commu-
nity with use of wheels and animal power for transportation. In the final era during early historic 
phase, the most common visual imagery contains elaborate elements depicting the conflict between 
two groups. In such confrontation and battle, use of metal weapons, horse and elephants are more 
common. Such battle scenes were not prevalent in Deccan plateau or in southern peninsular India. In 
southern India, majority of rock art sites are related to megalithic burial practices and its descriptive 
account is found recently. Now, recent explorations have traced visual materials on ethnic conflict 
in Nilgiri Hills, Tamil Nadu. In Jharkhand, rock art is intimately associated to the folklore and myth 
of ‘Kohbar’ or marriage booth of a legendry royal bridal couple. The archaeological background of 
rock art in the same plateau region is somehow related to the megalithic burial system. Similar bu-
rial system is still being practiced among major tribal communities in the same milieu.

Ultimately, the analytical study on naturalistic or realistic figurative detail in rock art discern that 
the social organization, economy and culture represented in the majority of rock art sites are almost 
identical to the tribal and other pre-urban societies, that  retained their oral tradition. Therefore a 
set of methodology is proposed to outline the indigenous tribal history, their traditional attitude, 
experiences and sentiments reflected in the rock art imagery. 

Tool making is the unique capability of man which initially emerged as an adaptive mechanism 
for success in sustenance. Material culture include all objects including tools and weapons, other 
artifacts, dress and ornaments, shelter and all household objects, vehicles etc. manufactured artifi-
cially with definite shape and purpose for its use. The common arena for research in the field of pre-
history, palaeo-anthropology and also in the field of rock art is the reconstruction of prehistoric era. 
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Early human activities and their respective life opportunities during that unrecorded past is viewed 
in spatio – temporal dimension and it is the central theme for inquiry. In prehistory, generally the 
indirect evidences such as tools and artifacts, burials etc. are the basic source materials for analyses 
and analogy. The techno-typological study ultimately converges towards understanding and asses-
sment of their level of skill and probable use and other significances are estimated through logical 
interpretations and correlations. Such estimations may be ‘imposed realities’, ‘conjectural’ and/or 
may not be bias-free as the observer’s view is a predictable entity from a different level of both time 
and space. 

Compared to such indirect and objective archaeological evidences, rock art imagery is relatively 
more direct, dependable evidence of the past which may reveal the life-opportunities, world view, 
belief pattern, norms and aspirations of the society. The visual narrative may explain both of overt 
and covert aspects, natural and supernatural means for their livelihood. Such interpretations revea-
ling their society and culture are relatively uncomplicated, decipherable when the rock art imagery 
is realistic or naturalistic. Such sites portray arrangement of panels containing visual narratives and 
episodes containing arrangement and combination of various figures being based on a common 
theme. But Non – Figurative motifs, abstraction of forms, signs and symbols are also coexisting in 
rock art. Interpretation of such symbolic forms and icon is another stump blockade or challenging 
hurdle for deciphering of rock art. A general pan-human methodology is to be worked out with a 
site-wise consideration. 

A thorough study on the rock art depictions to identify each of the form of the material culture 
there, its detail documentation and cataloguing is essential to trace the overall technological level 
of the society represented in the imagery. The prepared data repository is then compared cross 
culturally. The comparison with other similar sites as well as contemporary ethnographic data is a 
meaningful effort to trace the affiliation and identical forms, if any. Apparently and hypothetically, 
majority of the rock art imagery, particularly in India have close ethnographic parallels and this 
study being based on visual imagery ultimately reveal its validity.

Rock art may be defined on the basis of its inherent and essential features. Some basic & common 
features of pan- human rock art are as follows :  

The representations are carvings, paintings, sculpture, bas relief, paint/s applied on carvings, 
bruising, and such other visual metaphors and symbolic imagery on any rock surface either in open 
air boulders, within caves, crevices, tunnels or rock shelters.  

Technically each identifiable imagery form is composed of minimum possible lines and / strokes, 
dots, curvatures and this technique attained gradual improvement and became more intricate.

Details of the face of the individuals, particularly mentioning eye, nose, lip, and such other de-
tail indicating details for personification could not be traced and / or such features are deliberately 
avoided by the artists.  

No sign for preparation of rock canvas as base or space before any art activities.  
The same rock canvas is utilized in successive generations / periods as evident in superimposi-

tions. But always without erasing the earlier layer.    
In imagery, different parts of body are mostly proportionate in overall representation. 
Individual Anthropomorphs and zoomorphs are mostly shown in lateral views.
Basic colours and crude pigments are directly used without its further admixtures or combina-

tions by making various shades with the principal colours.  
Minimum application of colour or pigments particularly in contour lines or as solid block of co-

lour filled in within the marked borders. 
In later period more elaborate use of colour is evident primarily for ornamentation purpose.
In the genesis of rock art simple stick like figures gradually tend to develop figures in detail and 

descriptive accompaniments with the successive development of more competence, working expe-
riences and skill. Non – figurative signs and symbols gradually become more abstract or simplified 
in form in course of passage of time.    

Application of shades to the figures for realistic detail aiming more perfection is rare and mostly 
such an enhanced technique was adopted much later if at all achieved by that tradition. 

Initially individual figures thematically mostly unrelated to each other are more common and 
in later period several figures are thematically and visually articulated to represent a metaphor or 
episode as a visual narrative. 

In later development of rock art imagery the metaphors are more common where arrangement 
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of several figures had emerged and a composition seems to be a chronicle primarily functional in an 
oral tradition as substitutes of scripts. Possibly its purpose was an expression to share or communi-
cate with other viewers of the contemporary period and / or of their future descendants. 

15. In initial or formative level rock art display selective few types of repetitive figures or images. 
The range of variation increases with ongoing maturity of art tradition in subsequent stages. 

In south Asia, particularly in India, cultural evidences suggest the successive presence of homi-
nids from mid – Pleistocene onwards. Although, the direct fossil evidences are rare in this subcon-
tinent, but gradual techno – typological advancements in successive chrono – cultural phases indi-
rectly explain presence of hominids in different corresponding levels with biological adaptability 
and changes. In Indian context determination of absolute chronology for rock art is a challenging 
area for which a number of workers are already engaged. In recent times, Rock Art Society of India 
in collaboration with a group of international experts from International Federation of Rock Art Or-
ganizations, Australia with support from Archaeological Survey of India, Government of India had 
initiated a long term project titled as – EIP 

( Early Indian Petroglyph ) project. The objective of EIP project is to explore some potential sites 
with petroglyph as an evidence of origin and development of art in humankind. The basic hypothe-
sis and scheme for this search was that even earlier periods such as middle palaeolithic and lower 
palaeolithic, nascent form of art, i.e. ‘pre – art’ or ‘art – like’ cupule marks were deliberately attem-
pted by some of our predecessors such as archaic Homo sapiens, Neanderthals, Homo erectus or 
similar other hominids in Asia. Between the year 2001 and 2005 a total number of three sites were ex-
tensively explored and excavation continued in phases yielding no such outstanding results excep-
ting confirmation of cupule marks in association with ‘Lower and Middle Palaeolithic’ assemblages( 
diagram :2 ). The major corpus of rock art in Australia is considered as middle palaeolithic in origin 
and the incidence of lower palaeolithic art in Australia is “very rare” (Kumar, Robert G Bednarik et 
al. 2005). It is also considered that the groups of middle palaeolithic sea farers from South Asia had 
reached Australia about 60,000 years ago and they were instrumental for diffusion of rock art from 
South Asia to Australia (Bednarik 1993) . Therefore, the objective of the EIP project was to explore 
for evidences and towards a more dependable chronology for the origin of art in humankind and 
particularly in south Asian context. 

In EIP project a reassessment on several cupule marks and an irregularly arranged meandering 
line located in the auditorium cave of Bhimbetka, Madhya Pradesh ( Page : 4 ). Members of the inter-
national team had studied micro-erosional aspects for ascertaining chronology of the cupule marks 
and one meandering line that they believed to be of early anthropic origin and was possibly preser-
ved in the Acheulian strata ( diagram :2 ). The other site is Daraki Chattan in Mandsaur district of 
Madhya Pradesh where several cupule marks are distributed on the rock wall and in other surfaces 
within a narrow fissure in the rock. Excavations in the location have justified the site as habitation 
for early as well as late palaeolithic tool users. But by using optical dating method the cupules in 
Daraki Chattan in general have indicated “that the dated portion of this deposit is probably early to 
mid Holocene in age” 

( Kumar, G., Robert G. Bednarik, Alan Watchman and Richard G. Roberts, 2005 : 63 ). The same 
team had also estimated dates of five different samples of paint including four white and one red 
by the using C14 Accelerator Mass Spectometry ( Diagram : 1 ). Two samples containing white pig-
ments of gypsum-bassanite paint applied to the imagery of a white quadruped zoomorph in Bhim-
betka ( Rock shelter AS – 144 ) had been dated as respectively -   1100+_ 60 years BP and 5190+_ 310 
BP. In another site, Jamori 

( site : J-52) two dates from white paint collected from the inner part of the imagery of another 
zoomorph resulted 1720+_ 310 years BP and 4810+_ 370 years BP. Whereas the red paint applied on 
the body contour of the same zoomorph was analyzed and have been dated as : 2780 +_ 40 years BP 

( Diagram : 1 )( Kumar, Giriraj , Robert G. Bednarik, Alan Watchman and Richard G. Roberts, 2005 
). Therefore, the hypothesis ( Bednarik, 1993, 2001 ) for indicating the series of non-iconic evidences, 
mostly the cup marks as the earliest form of human cognitive expression for ‘pre-art’ level, need to 
be verified further. When the art in its representational, iconic or figurative form supposedly had 
evolved from cupules, the intermediate forms showing the stages of transformation from simple cup 
marks to gradually modified figurative expressions of visual imagery must have been developed. 
But from hundreds of rock art sites available in all parts of Indian subcontinent, any single evidence 
of intermediate assortment is not reported so far.
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rock Art ImAgery In IndIA :
Indian rock art scholars like Gordon (1939-40); Wakankar (1976); Pandey (1990, 1993) etc; had 

suggested chrono-cultural evolution of rock art on the basis of certain morphic criteria such as style, 
use of colour and superimposition. But the stylistic development can hardly be traced uniformly in 
actual situation within the entire region. So, for the present purpose priority is given on the quantita-
tive classification of the motifs prevalent in the region. This approach is to trace the thematic priority 
areas and its range of variables. Depending on the frequency analysis and classification of thematic 
content, colour-scheme, technique and style of art, the priority area of the artist, and identification of 
the possible source for thematic inspiration is attempted( diagram :5 & table :1 & 2 ). Sometimes the 
repetition of the thematic content reflects the mental obsession of the artist attached to a particular 
aspect( diagram :5 & table :1 & 2 ). The empirical studies reveal that in preliterate egalitarian socie-
ties, artist’s perception is generally less hindividualistic and mostly represents the interpretation of 
the society (Chakraverty, 2004, 2009; Firth, 1992; Haddon, 1895; Layton, 1991) .

In the rock art sites of Central India, such as Bhimbetka, Adamgarh as well as in Pachmarhi, the 
earliest layer of paintings mostly represent larger figures of wild animals either depicted in red 
ocher, white or grey in colour (Fig : 2 & 3). In Bhimbetka, within estimated total number of 6214 
motifs, a maximum number of 1983 figures or 27.08% of the total number of figures 

( diagram : 5 )represent different animal species (Mathpal 1984). Numerically, the human figures 
rather in association with animal figures, with artifacts or single comprise the majority in the sites. 
Thus thematically, in central Indian plateau region, the artists were more anthropocentric. 

It is also significant that within the total enumerated zoomorphs, a maximum number of 561 fi-
gures (33.33%) are of horses. On the contrary, the figures of horse-riders are 510(89.95%) within the 
category of anthropomorph in association with zoomorph. No doubt that in the final phase within 
a particular time frame or for certain generations, the horse and horse-riders had influenced much 
on mental imagery of the artists (Fig : 5,6 &11) . Figures of the archers and armed men are 377 in 
number, i.e. 54.40% of the anthropomorphic figures are with artifacts. In the battle scenes, individual 
warriors and other compositions represent group-conflict, violence and inter-ethnic or intra-ethnic 
struggle. Such idealized figures are thematically predominant in the Central India region.

Similar battle-scenes are rarely present in the rock art of northern region, eastern region or in the 
south. From a recently discovered site in Nilgiri hills, Tamilnadu of South India, portrayal of war-
riors and similar battle scenes are common. The maximum presence of a particular cultural element 
within a specific eco-cultural area suggests that the context, significance and functional use of the 
rock art vary from one region to the other. It follows the concept and principles of cultural-area. Ei-
ther the artists had direct historical experiences about the battle or they indirectly learned about the 
episode through folklore and other modes of oral tradition.

 The figures of horse or horse-riders are prevalent in tribal and folk art of central and western 
parts of India. Various votive figurines representing horse or horse-riders are integral part of rituals, 
belief and practices among the tribal societies like Gond, Muria, Bison-horn Maria, Korku and Bai-
gas living in the almost similar eco-cultural areas within the state. Among those tribal societies, hor-
se is considered as the most suitable seat for an honourable person and so it is the symbol of might, 
authority, power and prestige.

Korku tribe, living in Chhindwara and Hoshangabad districts of Madhya Pradesh is practicing 
a custom of erecting funerary pillar or ‘gatha’ under a sacred tree. The tribal craftsmen prepare the 
commemorative wooden tablet by carving in its both sides. The carvings usually depict the occu-
pation or other identifying characters of the deceased person. The figure of an archer is essential for 
the ‘gatha’ of someone who was a successful hunter during his lifetime. Man or woman holding 
agricultural tools in hand are quite commonly represented on the memorial plaque. The ‘gatha’ of 
any village leader is usually decorated with a figure of a horse-riding hero (Fig: 15). The memorial 
tablets dedicated for woman are usually embellished with dancing motifs, figure with sickle or pots 
in hand. Both stylistically and in content, the motifs depicted on the memorial tablets are analogous 
to rock art. But the essential feature of any of the Korku memorial tablets is the symbolic presence of 
the figures of both sun and moon on the top. Sun and moon both are considered as supreme deities 
to the Korku tribe. But such celestial figures are entirely absent in the rock art sites of the region.

     The pre-urban economy as represented in the rock art of the region has two overlapping stages. The 
greater number of depictions is of hunter-gatherers (Fig: 3). The facets of life-opportunities among the 
food gatherers were elaborately represented but the glimpses on the warriors do not contain any further 
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details. There are two possibilities, either the warriors were alien, invaders, mythical characters or the se-
mi-nomadic group and due to historical factor joined in any battle as hired force. But nowhere in the rock 
art within the entire region one can find the technologically superior type of weapons, particularly use of 
any fire arms or presence of warriors in association to any household scenes. But in several cases, the de-
piction of umbrellas is associated to dance-scenes, rituals (Fig: 10) and it sometimes cover the head of the 
horse-riding warriors. The economy of the society was possibly in transition. Besides food gathering, they 
reared selected types of domesticates such as cow, water-buffalo, goat or sheep etc (Fig: 4). In majority of 
the rock art sites, no direct pictorial evidence for settled agriculture or use of plough exists. Fowling, collec-
tion of honey and seasonal fishing were their other sources for subsistence as evident in the rock paintings. 
In Chambal river valley and also in selected few sites of Betwa source region, the representation of bullock 
cart and use of animal power for ploughing is manifested in rock art.  

Individual and group-hunting both were practiced simultaneously. Snares and nets were fre-
quently used for hunting. In Bhimbetka and its adjoining sites of Betwa source region several pain-
ted motifs represent use of harpoon heads most possibly equipped with multi-barbed microlithic 
blades.Digging sticks are also depicted in the same level enclosed by hunting scenes ( Fig : 1 ). Pre-
sence of animal foot marks and figure of large mammals were attempted for planned group hunting 
(Fig :2). A clear division of labour is represented where the womenfolk were principally engaged in 
household activities. Responsibilities allocated to womenfolk included-grinding of fruit and cereals, 
cooking, nourishment of children, keeping of household utensils and other personal belonging (Fig: 
4) etc. Figurines are rarely represented as carrying pots or with heavy head load of goods. Women 
are often shown as dressed in a short skirt but with projected breasts with a view to identify them 
discretely. Breast-feeding scenes are also frequent (Fig: 4).

In hair style, both male and female figurines are more or less identical. Men had long hair and 
they arranged their hair either in a bun or a knot of hair at a nape of one’s neck. Mostly all warriors 
had similar hair style(Fig: 6).

The rock art is a unique source for studying the material culture of the society in its ecological 
background. The bow and arrows were indispensable for every household. The baskets were of different 
types. Clay pots, club, four kinds of axes, including hunting axes and water containers. Rock shelters were 
their usual dwellings. Sometimes they also constructed lean-to type semi-permanent huts( Fig : 4 ). Variety 
of musical instruments including horns, pipes, different types of drums and other percussion instruments 
were popular to them. Horns and pipes are frequently associated to battle scenes.

The horse and elephant-riding figures point out political hierarchy existed in the society. But abo-
ve all, hunter-gatherers and animal-rearing groups were possibly more egalitarian in type in their 
socio-political structure. Their group-solidarity is evident in the religious practices of the communi-
ty. Scenes represent group dances during rituals, magic and other supernatural performances. It is 
interesting to note that their dance-style was more or less similar to the Gond-speaking tribal groups 
inhabiting the region. In Mahadeo area of Pachmarhi, descriptive account of certain rituals in rock 
paintings has identical phases similar to the performances of local tribal communities

( Fig : 10 ). Their annual autumn festival is related to the belief in fertility cult rendering more be-
nefit from successful breeding and trouble-free maintenance of domesticates. During such festivities 
and ritual hand impressions in red ocher and other colours is essentially imprinted on the body of 
cattle and other domesticates. 

Similar belief in fertility cult is not rare in the rock art, where x-ray paintings of cubs are delinea-
ted within the womb of quadrupeds. In rock art, palm prints, thumb impressions, hand stencils and 
finger markings are plenty. Such symbolic representations are also common to the local tribal hou-
seholds that are believed to protect themselves form evil eye, sorcery, witchcraft and similar other 
malevolent supernatural forces (Fig: 8).

The other features present in the rock art point out the presence of animistic type of religion. Head hun-
ting was practiced in the society (Fig: 6). Head-hunting scenes are depicted in the Rajat Parbat rock shelters 
of Pachmarhi (Neumayer 1985). The personal adornment and hair style of victims as well as the assailant 
are similar. Possibly it portrays in-group feud or rivalry. Representation of two vultures on the tree depicts 
their presence as birds of prey who would exploit the carcass. They were waiting for the carcass as source 
of food within the battlefield (Fig: 6). The composition signifies the artist’s level of perception and a defi-
nite motive for transmitting the inevitable consequence of a battle.

Sometimes, the attitude of the artist towards a particular motif is reflected in their nature of exe-
cution. Sometimes, in the compositions of the rock painting, the dimensions of certain motifs are 
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consciously exaggerated. The disproportionate motif, mostly larger than its other associated parts 
point out the purposeful attempt for attracting its viewers.

In Jharkhand state the rock art sites are related to a local legend of ‘Kohbar’ or marriage booth of 
a tribal king and the newly wed couple spent the night of their marriage in the rock shelter already 
decorated with paintings. Some of the sites, located near the Kiul river and in the bordering areas 
between Bihar and Jharkhand are also known to the local villagers as - Kohbar and local rivulet is 
identified as - Rani Gadar or after the unknown queen. The figurative motifs, often stylized horse 
riders, single or in groups, two persons carrying another within a palanquin or marriage - litter , 
symbolic designs and other unidentified motifs are common. In Jharnawa Rani Gadar site two per-
sons armed with sword - like object hanging from their belts are shown encircled by two or three 
different rows of rounded objects, possibly be a row of stone boulders and the scene most possibly 
represent the visual account of a megalithic burial commemorating two warriors (Fig : 7). Similar 
composition of painted motifs representing burial practice has recently been reported from Chik 
Rampur, Karnataka (Sundara, 2006). In the same site, in a different panel painting signify a sche-
matic map-like drawing showing households of a village-like settlement with its distinct bounda-
ry. There several horse riders and other villagers in defense against other horse riding invaders 
are engaged in protecting their territory. The village territory with arrangement pattern of conical 
thatched huts, cultivated land and the well-planned entrance of the village almost resemble existing 
village settlements in that locality (Fig : 9). In the entire area a significant proportion of non - figura-
tive sign and symbols coexist with figurative rock art imagery. The motifs are mainly monochrome 
and represented in red ochre.  

     
rock Art And trIbAl Art : A compArAtIve Assessment:

In rock art of Pachmarhi, the majority of the figurative representations are solid-bodied (79.67%), 
stick figure or line drawing (14.49%) and outline or contour (3.79%). The figurative motifs are most-
ly naturalistic (90.63%) with the exception of few (0.67%) figures of zoomorph and anthropomorph 
which have been identified as more stylized. Within naturalistic figures an anthropomorph is rarely 
shown with traces of projected nose, distinct eyes and in general all human and animal figures are 
devoid of such recognizable facial details. On the contrary, several human figures, mostly depicted 
within battle-scenes are provided with distinct dress, other forms of personal adornment including 
ornaments and hairstyle. In both sectors it is observed that the initial drawings of anthropomorph 
and zoomorphic figures, constitute arrangements of triangles to form the required figure (Table : 3). 

 In Korku society, horse-riding figures signify possession of wealth, power, prestige, higher status 
and overall dominance of the man in the society

(Fig: 15). Such figures as well as armed man in battle-scenes are frequent in Central Indian rock 
art sites. Such representations are quite common in Bhimbetka and other neighbouring rock art sites 
of Betwa source region and in Adamgarh hillock located in the southern bank of Narmada river.

In both sectors of art, technique of figural representations are mostly standardized and idealized, 
and repetitive forms are frequent. In both categories of art, the artist’s creative impulses have sel-
dom been expressed. The activity and experience of the ethnic group have largely been represented 
rather then the expression of individual perception.

A total number of 31 common elements (Table : 3) of morphic types were found in both rock art 
and tribal art of Pachmarhi. It comprises 4 types of zoomorphs including depictions of unidentified 
quadruped mammals, deer, horse and cow. Within anthropomorphs, two morphic types are respec-
tively group dance and man guiding horse-rider. In the category of anthropomorph with zoomorph 
and material trait, a total number of three types of pictorial elements are common which are – horse 
rider holding artifact, hunting with bow and arrow and scene of animal husbandry. In the category 
of anthropomorph with material trait, a maximum number of 11 motif-types in both sectors are 
identical. Such type of figures include man holding knife and dagger, holding umbrella, drummer, 
holding stick or club, musicians playing flute or horn, holding bow and arrow, holding only arrow, 
holding only bow, and figurative drawing of man and woman shown under a shelter. In material 
trait, identical items are respectively; - umbrella, sword, knife or dagger, pot or basket, rock shelter 
or trait for habitation, drum, bow and arrow, club or stick and flute or horn. One generalized figure 
of a plant in the category of phytomorph and one solitary motif of floral-like design under the cate-
gory of non-figurative motif is identical in nature.

 As the comparative study reveals, in both sectors, the pictorial glimpses on the pattern of life, 
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activities and material culture are mostly indistinguishable. 31.96% of the total motif-elements iden-
tified in the rock art are thematically identical to those of tribal art. Therefore it is not unlikely that 
the Korku art tradition had been influenced by the rock art persisting in the same eco-culture region

In the present issue there are other observations pertaining to hypothesis, specially of Fischer 
(I96l). It is based on the data of world ethnographic samples. Fisher’s first hypothesis entails that in 
the art of egalitarian tribal societies visual repetitions predo minate. In hierarchical societies, varied 
design elements are more conspicuous. The data on rock art localities and tribal societies (Table no:) 
under this study have been examined (Diagram :7) and found that in all rock art sites as well as those 
of tribal societies repetition of art form is a common  feature.

Fischer’s second hypothesis relates egalitarian societies with presence of maximum empty space. 
On the contrary in hierarchical societies minimum empty space is left in art compositions. Conside-
ring the rock art localities in Pachmarhi maximum empty space exist within the painted area of the 
rock canvas. Such feature is also common in the art of the three tribal societies under study. Excep-
tion is met with in the rock art of Ulap, in Qrissa and Isco in Jharkhand. Therein the art motifs are 
more congested and inter-spaces are minimum pointing to a relatively advanced form of society 
with hierarchal phenomenon (Diagram :7).

Testing the third hypothesis, it has been found that in all rock art sites and tribal depictions the 
figurative and non-figurative) motifs are largely symmetrical which confirms the egalitarian society 
as their origin. Fischer (1961) had also related enclosed figures with the egalitarian societies, and in 
opposition, enclosed figures are predominant within hierarchical societies. In rock art, of Pachmarhi, 
in Juang society and partly in Ulap, art motifs are non-enclosed. On the other hand, Isco rock art 
and in art forms of the Korku and Saora tribal society enclosed figures is preponderant. Considering 
the above noted hypotheses, it may be inferred that rock art of Pachmarhi is a product of egalitarian 
society, whereas in Ulap and Isco sites, some elements of developed form are found to exist. Among 
the Korku and Lanjia Saora societies their art illus trates some features which are placed in transition 
between egalita rian and full-fledged hierarchical societies. These inferences are to be checked with 
the utilization of other forms of data for the purpose of confirmation (Diagram :7).

In the present endeavour, a number of hypotheses have been tested and the discussion of the 
same has been made earlier in appropriate context. It has also been observed that a great number 
of the hypotheses have been formulated but in most of the cases confirmation has not been made 
with appropriate data. It is to be borne in mind in the facet of art, both of rock art and tribal art, a 
number of factors are involved and in view of the same, a hypothesis may be correct from one per-
spective but it turns futile from other aspect. With the consideration one has to be cautious prior to 
formulation of any hypothesis which is provided with rationality. In central India, the early rock 
art represent a community which was closely similar to contemporary tribal societies, especially the 
marginal cultivators. Both similarities and differences are important for reconstruction of the early 
society and understanding their art as an integral cultural element. The basic similarity between the 
arts of two different chronological periods may be explained in terms of common economic pursu-
its, social organization and material culture. The cultural continuity of certain elements is prevalent 
in the cultural-area under consideration.

In India, the early artist did not paint all available rock shelters within a locale. They had inten-
tionally selected very few but suitable rock shelters which were more accessible for communication 
and display to the viewers. The visual language of the early society had gradually transformed into 
pictorial narratives for self identification.

On the basis of superimposition and techno-stylistic consideration, it is confirmed that the rock 
art of the region had developed through successive chrono-cultural periods. On the contrary, in the 
same region, the tribal art tradition is significantly present (Elwin 1951). The analogy between the 
two sets point to either relationship or a connection between the two art forms. It may be mentioned 
that the similarities are often observed between the rock art and tribal art with regard to theme, 
forms, styles and motifs. In addition to the same, there is a significant overlapping on the distribu-
tion pattern between the two sets. Based on the above argument, it may be hypothesized that the 
tribal art is a continuity of the total tradition of rock art.     

It is indeed essential to make attempt for establishing the continuity between the two sets on the 
basis of various forms of data information with the methodological standardization and application 
of rigorous analysis. 

Among preliterate tribal Communities, the oral tradition including myths and legends is the 
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major source for reconstruction of ethno-history. In order to understand the culture continuum, the 
comparison between rock art and ethnographic account of relevant tribal societies from the same re-
gion may be attempted for a more rational approach in deciphering rock art. In addition to the study 
of tribal art, different aspects of material culture, social organization and the cultural expressions as 
reflected in rock art could be a useful source to trace the ethnic milieu of rock art. 
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